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1 Final Application-Level Self-tuning Framework and APIs
The focus of this deliverable is the dynamic autotuning framework, named mARGOt,
representing the result of the activities carried out in Task 3.2.

Figure 1

Three modules compose the framework: the application manager, the application
monitors and the application knowledge. Application monitors gather new insight on
the actual behaviour of the application at runtime; Application manager is in charge of
selecting the most suitable configuration, according to application requirements;
Application knowledge describes the extra-functional behaviour.
Figure 1, depicts the overview of the current implementation of the framework. In
particular, mARGOt is a C++ library, which must be included to the target application
(the white box) at linking time to add self-optimization capabilities. In this way, each
instance of the application is able to take autonomous decisions.
Although mARGOt is agnostic about the structure of the application, in the remainder
of the document we assume that it is composed by one kernel (the purple elements)
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that elaborates a set of Input Data. The region of code that performs such elaboration,
named “block” in the framework, is the one tuned and profiled by the framework (the
orange elements). However, mARGOt is able to profile and tune more than one block
of code of the application, if it is required.

1.1

Application-specific monitors

To react to changes in the execution environment, the autotuner framework relies on
application-specific monitors to observe the value of the metric of interest for the
application.
The framework ships a suite of monitors to observe the most common metrics.
However, it is trivial to implement a custom monitor to observe an applicationspecific metric (e.g. the accuracy), since the monitor infrastructure uses a modular
design.
In particular, the framework provides the following monitors:
• Time monitor: it uses the std::chrono environment. The user is able to select
the granularity of the measure (between µs, ms and s)
• Throughput monitor. The unit of measure is [data/sec], where the user
specify the amount of data at each measure.
• Frequency monitor: parses the “scaling_cur_freq” metafile
• Temperature monitor: uses the libsensors facilities and retrieves the average
temperature of the cores.
• System CPU usage monitor: parses the “/proc/stat” metafile
• Process CPU usage monitor: it uses either hardware counter or the rusage
facilities, depending on the user preferences
• PAPI monitor: wrapper to the PAPI hardware counter monitor
• Memory monitor: it parses the “/proc/self/statm” metafile
• Energy monitor: it uses the Intel/RAPL facilities. The user is able to specify the
domain of interest.
• Collector monitor: it is a proxy for the Monitoring Framework developed in
T3.1

1.2

Application knowledge

The application knowledge describes the interaction between software-knobs, metrics
of interest and input data features as list of Operating Points. In particular, each
Operating Point relates a software-knobs configuration with the reached performance
and with the input data feature cluster.
The framework is agnostic about the geometry of the Operating Point, meaning that
application developers are able to define an arbitrary number of software-knob,
metrics of interest and input features.

Application developers may derive the application knowledge at design time or at
runtime. In the first case, it is possible to use a well-known technique analysed in the
state-of-the-art. In the second case, it is possible to use the Agora framework to learn
the application knowledge at runtime.
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Figure 2

Figure 2 shows the overall structure of Agora. Two elements compose the framework:
the Remote Application Handler (server) and the Local Application Handler (client).

The Local Application Handler is a service thread running along each instance of the
application and it performs two main tasks: it manipulates the application knowledge
to force mARGOt to select the evaluated configuration and it sends to the Remote
Application Handler telemetry information. It uses the MQTT or MQTTs protocols to
communicate with the server, therefore outside of the typical MPI protocol.

The Remote Application Handler is a thread-pool that interacts with each application
instance to learn the application model. It uses the Cassandra database to store data
and it leverages state-of-the-art approach to model application behaviour. The
common workflow is as follows:

1. Each client notifies its existence to the server.
2. The server asks for information regarding the application, such as software-knobs
domain or the required Design of Experiment.
3. After computing the required configuration to evaluate, it starts the Design Space
Exploration, dispatching configuration to clients, in a round robin fashion.
4. Once the last configuration has been evaluated, the server computes the application
knowledge to broadcast to clients.

The Agora framework is designed to be resilient to clients or server crashes;
moreover, a new client might join the computation in any time, contributing to the
DSE or directly receiving the application model.

The benefits of this component are two-fold. On the main hand, it enables a
distributed DSE, leveraging the platform parallelism to decrease the time-toknowledge. On the other hand, it is possible to use standard visualization tools to
display high-level execution trace or the derived application model.
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Application manager

This is the core element of the mARGOt framework, since it is in charge of selecting
the most suitable configuration. To achieve this result, application manger takes into
account four kinds of information:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The application knowledge
The application requirements
(Optionally) The feedback information from the monitors
(Optionally) The features of the actual input

The application knowledge contains the expected behavior of the application. The
application requirements define the concept of “most suitable” from the point of view
of end-users. In particular, it is defined as a multi-objective constrained optimization
problem. This definition might involve any metric or software knob in the application
knowledge. The user might express different requirements and she/he can choose, at
runtime, the one that suites the current situation.
The feedback information reported from monitors is used to adjust the application
knowledge according to the evolution of the execution environment. In particular, it
uses a linear error propagation.

Optionally, the application manager uses data features of the current input to classify
the current input according to feature clusters, identifying additional optimization
opportunities. For example, if the current input is deemed “simple”, we may spare
unneeded computation effort.
The framework enables dynamic adaptation, since all the previous information might
change at runtime. In particular, it is possible to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add / Remove Operating Points at runtime
Add / Remove constraints from the application requirements
Change the value of a constraint
Change the objective function to be maximized/minimized
Switch to a different requirement.
Add / Remove feature clusters
Select the most suitable feature cluster for the current data.
Start the Application Local Handler.

Since the time that the application manager takes to select the most suitable
configuration is stolen from the application, the framework must be lightweight. For
this reason, the application manager is designed to minimize the introduced overhead.
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2 Framework repository
We have released the implementation of the mARGOt framework in a public Gitlab
repository (https://gitlab.com/margot_project/core). It also includes the Agora
framework as an optional component.
The repository is organized as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

/framework -> contains the source code of the mARGOt library
/agora -> contains the source code of Agora server executable
/margot_heel

-> contains an high-level interface generator

/doc -> contains the user manual that explain how to use the framework
/framework/doc -> contains the sources of the Doxygen documentation

The framework is versatile, which means that it exposes to the application designer a
high degree of customization. In particular, the application designer should provide
the Operating Point definition (which are the metrics of interest, the software knobs
and the input features), define the application requirements and choose the monitors
to use at runtime.

To perform these operations, the application designer must have a deep knowledge of
framework APIs. For this reason, we also provide a python script that generates a
high-level interface from XML configuration files. The advantages of this approach are
two-fold. On one hand, it eases the integration process. On the other hand, it provides
separation of concerns between the functional part (the application code) and the
extra-functional behaviour (the XML files).
In particular, the high-level interface generates the following functions:
1. An initialization function, that creates all the required objects

2. An update function, to retrieve the most suitable configuration

3. A function that starts all measures on the application monitors

4. A function that stops all the measures on the application monitors

5. A function that logs the framework decisions and the observed metrics
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In the ANTAREX project, we use a DSL to automatically integrate the autotuner in the
target application. The high-level interface enables a reuse of the LARA strategies,
since it hides all the implementation details.

The high-level interface supports several independent regions of code to be tuned.
Besides the “init” function, which is unique per application, margot_heel generates a
high-level interface for each block of code.
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3 How to install the framework
Dependencies:
The framework is completely written in C++ 11. However, the implementation of
several monitors assumes that the Operating System is Unix-like. Moreover, some
monitors rely on external components to retrieve the target information.
Therefore, the framework itself requires only cmake and a recent compiler (e.g. g++
> 5.0). However, some monitors require additional libraries (optional):
• PAPI framework: to monitor the performance counters
• pfm library: a dependence of PAPI
• Sensors library: to monitor the temperature
• Examon: to use the Collector proxy
Moreover, mARGOt ships with a unit to test the built libraries (optional). The test unit
requires cxxtest to generate the actual executable. If we want to generate a doxygen
documentation from the source files, we also need the doxygen environment
(optional).
If application developers plan to use the Agora framework, other dependencies are
required:
•
•
•
•

An internet connection to download the Cassandra driver and the MQTT client
The OpenSSL library
The libuv library
Support for pthreads (should be already available on any Linux distribution)

On Fedora/CentOS, these dependencies can be installed with dnf/yum:
># dnf install cxxtest
libuv-devel openssl-devel

papi-devel

libpfm-devel

On Ubuntu, these dependencies can be installed with apt:
># apt install cxxtest papi-tools
doxygen libuv1-dev libssl-dev

libpapi-dev

lm_sensors-devel

libpfm4-dev

doxygen

libsensors4-dev

Please, note that all the above packages are optional. They are only required if the
related compile option is activated. However, for the usage example in this section
they are not required.
Framework installation procedure:
The first step is to clone the git repository: create a mARGOt folder and run the git
clone from there:
>$ mkdir margot
>$ cd margot
>$ git clone https://gitlab.com/margot_project/core.git
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After cloning the repository, we can compile the framework (assuming to install the
framework in <path>)
>$ cd core

>$ mkdir build
>$ cd build
>$ cmake -DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX:PATH=<path> ..
>$ make && make install

It is possible to customize the behaviour of the framework, changing compile options
in CMake. The following list states the available flags, their default value and their
purpose.
Option name

Values [default]

WITH_DOC

ON , [OFF]

LIB_STATIC

WITH_TEST

[ON], OFF

ON , [OFF]

USE_COLLECTOR_MONITOR

ON , [OFF]

USE_PAPI_MONITOR

ON , [OFF]

USE_TEMPERATURE_MONITOR ON , [OFF]
WITH_AGORA

WITH_BENCHMARK

ON , [OFF]
ON , [OFF]

Description
Build a static library
(otherwise it is shared)
Generate the Doxygen
documentation
Build the cxxtest
application, to test the
framework
Include the wrapper
monitor for Examon (by
ETHz)
Include the monitor of
Perf events (using PAPI
interface)
Include the temperature
monitor (requires
lm_sensors)
Enable the AGORA
application handler
Build a benchmark to
evaluate the overheads

Depending on build options, the framework provides several executable. In particular,
assuming that we have installed the framework in <path>, we might have the
following binaries:
•
•
•

bin/margot_test: Run test cases to check if mARGOt behaves correctly
bin/agora: The Application Remote Handler
bin/margot_benchmark: An utility benchmark that evaluates the mARGOt overheads
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The Remote Application Handler requires additional command line options, use “-help” for help. For reference, the following section provides a usage example.
Plugin system to learn application knowledge:
In the current version of mARGOt, we introduced a plugin system to learn the
application behaviour at runtime. This means the application developers are able to
easily deploy a custom method to model an application-specific metric, such as a
quality metric.

However, in the repository we ship a default plugin, which uses a well-known
approach to interpolate and predict the performance of the application, using splines,
implemented in R.
Therefore, in order to use it (as in the usage example in Section 4), we need additional
dependencies:
•
•
•
•

A python interpreter
The R execution environment
The Cassandra driver in python
The R packages:
o crs
o Hmisc

To install the R execution environment, we need to install the following packages:
On Fedora, there is a meta-package:
># dnf install R

On Ubuntu:

># apt install r-base r-cran-littler

On CentOS we need to enable the epel repository (or build it from sources)
># yum install epel-release
># yum install R

To install the python dependencies using pip, issue the following command:
>$ pip install --user --upgrade cassandra-driver

To install the R packages, issue those commands from an R shell:
install.packages('Hmisc')

install.packages('crs', dependencies = TRUE)

NOTE: The R package “crs” requires OpenGL headers and libraries, you might install it
with the following packages
•
•

For Fedora: mesa-libGL-devel mesa-libGLU-devel
For Ubuntu: libgl-dev libglu-dev
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Usage example
The Tutorial repository (https://gitlab.com/margot_project/tutorial.git) contains a
toy application as example of a program integration. The source code of the original
application is very simple:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

void do_work (int trials)
{
std::this_thread::sleep_for(std::chrono::milliseconds(trials));
}
int main()
{
int trials = 1;
int repetitions = 10;
for (int i = 0; i<repetitions; ++i)
{
do_work(trials);
}
}

The toy application calls ten times a function named do_work. The function exposes a
software knob (named trials) that alters the function behaviour.
The purpose of this tutorial is to integrate mARGOt in this toy application.
In particular, the application designer wants to tune the region of code that performs
the elaboration (lines 11-13). We name such region of code block foo.

With respect to the example in D3.2, in this example, we use Agora to derive the
application knowledge at runtime. Although not required to compile the Agora
executable, for its usage we need a running Cassandra database and a MQTT broker.

In a real scenario, the Remote Application Handler (i.e. Agora) runs in a different node
with respect to mARGOt. For simplicity sake, in this example we will run the database,
the broker, the server and the client on the same machine.

Prerequisite installation: set up a Cassandra database and mosquito:

This step aims at starting a Cassandra cluster and at running a MQTT broker in the
machine without authentication and without establishing an encrypted channel.

We need to download, to compile and to start the Apache Cassandra database. The
first step is to check if we have to install the following dependency:
•
•
•

Java SDK – version 1.8
ant – At least version 1.8
git – At least version 1.7
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After that we have installed all the required dependencies, we can compile the Apache
Cassandra databse, issuing the following commands (it could take a while):
>$ git clone git://git.apache.org/cassandra.git
>$ cd cassandra

>$ git checkout cassandra-3.11.2
>& ant release

To execute the database we issue the command:
>$ ./bin/cassandra -f

Note: the previous command start Cassandra in foreground, if you prefer have it in
background, omit the “-f” flag
After that we have Cassandra, we need to install the MQTT broker. The easiest
procedure is to install it from the repository. On Fedora issue the command:
>$ sudo dnf install mosquitto

It is possible to use system to start/stop the MQTT broker. In particular, to start the
broker, issue:
>$ sudo systemctl start mosquitto

Please, notice that for the following steps, we assume to have a running Cassandra
database and a running MQTT broker.
First step: set up the experiment:
At first, we get the toy application from the “online” branch of the repository:

>$ git clone –b online https://gitlab.com/margot_project/tutorial.git
>$ cd tutorial

Then we get and compile the mARGOt framework, with AGORA support (please see
Section 3 for the dependencies list):
>$ git clone https://gitlab.com/margot_project/core.git
>$ cd core

>$ mkdir build
>$ cd build
>$ cmake -DWITH_AGORA=ON ..
>$ make
>$ cd ../..

We are now able to start the integration process of the mARGOt framework in the
target application.

Second step: create the high-level interface:
The toy application targets only the foo block, which exposes only one software-knob.
We assume that end-user is interested on the following extra-functional properties:
“error” and “exec_time” (i.e. execution time).
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We suppose also that the application requirements are the following:
minimize error
s.t. exec_time < 40 (ms)

Given these requirements, the application designer must express them in an xml file
(named autotuning.conf), as follows:
1. <margot application="tutorial" version="v2_online">
2. <block name="foo">
3.
<!-- MONITOR SECTION -->
4.
<monitor name="my_time_monitor" type="Time">
5.
<creation>
6.
<param name="time_measure">
7.
<fixed value="margot::TimeUnit::MILLISECONDS"/>
8.
</param>
9.
</creation>
10.
<expose var_name="avg_time" what="average" />
11.
</monitor>
12.
<monitor name="my_error_monitor" type="custom">
13.
<spec>
14.
<header reference="margot/monitor.hpp" />
15.
<class name="margot::Monitor< float >" />
16.
<type name="float" />
17.
<stop_method name="push" />
18.
</spec>
19.
<stop>
20.
<param name="error">
21.
<local_var name="error" type="float" />
22.
</param>
23.
</stop>
24.
<expose var_name="avg_error" what="average" />
25.
</monitor>
26.
<!-- SW-KNOB SECTION -->
27.
<knob name="num_trials" var_name="trials" var_type="int"/>
28.
<!-- METRIC SECTION -->
29.
<metric name="exec_time" type="int" />
30.
<metric name="error" type="float" />
31.
<!-- LOCAL APPLICATION HANDLER -->
32.
<agora address="127.0.0.1:1883" username="" password="" qos="2" doe="full_factorial" obse
rvations="5" broker_ca="" client_cert="" client_key="">
33.
<explore knob_name="num_trials" values="10,20,30,40,50"/>
34.
<predict metric_name="exec_time" prediction="crs" monitor="my_time_monitor"/>
35.
<predict metric_name="error" prediction="crs" monitor="my_error_monitor"/>
36.
</agora>
37.
<!-- GOAL SECTION -->
38.
<goal name="my_execution_time_goal" metric_name="exec_time" cFun="LT" value="40" />
39.
<!-- RUNTIME INFORMATION PROVIDER -->
40.
<adapt metric_name="exec_time" using="my_time_monitor" inertia="5" />
41.
<!-- OPTIMIZATION SECTION -->
42.
<state name="my_optimization" starting="yes" >
43.
<minimize combination="linear">
44.
<metric name="error" coef="1.0"/>
45.
</minimize>
46.
<subject to="my_execution_time_goal" confidence="1" priority="20" />
47.
</state> </block> </margot>
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All the requirements targets only the foo block, therefore they are contained in a
single block element (line 2). The first section of the configuration file declares the list
of the monitors deployed for the foo block (lines 4-25). The second section states the
geometry of the Operating Point: its metrics and software-knobs (lines 27-30). The
third section states the link to the Remote Application Handler and the application
information (lines 32-36). The fourth section states the goal of the foo block (line 28).
The fifth section defines the feedback information, and in this example, it states that
we use the monitor “my_time_monitor” to adapt the metric “exec_time” (line 40).
Finally, the fourth section states the definition of “most suitable” for the application
designer of the foo block (lines 42-47).
In this example, we use Agora to learn the application knowledge at runtime,
therefore we don’t need the configuration about the Operating Points.

Using this XML configuration file, we are able to generate the high-level interface for
the toy application. To perform this action, we use the margot_heel tool, and we must
proceed as follow:
1. Copy the margot_heel template folder in the root of the tutorial project
>$ cp -r core/margot_heel/margot_heel_if/ .

2. Delete the default configuration files
>$ rm margot_heel_if/config/*.conf

3. Write the configuration files for the toy application, as explained before (or
copy the one in the config folder of the repository)
>$ cp config/autotuning.conf margot_heel_if/config/autotuning.conf

4. Build the high-level interface
>$ cd margot_heel_if/
>$ mkdir build
>$ cd build
>$ cmake -DMARGOT_CONF_FILE=autotuning.conf ..
>$ make
>$ cd ../..

We have now a high-level interface for the application. Besides the library itself, the
mARGOt framework and margot_heel generates a pkg-config and a CMake find
package file, to facilitate the integration in the building system of the target
application.
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Third step: integrate the autotuner in the toy application code
Once the interface has been created, we can proceed with the required modification in
the code of the application, as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

#include <margot.hpp>
#include <chrono>
#include <thread>

int main()
{
margot::init();
int trials = 1;
int repetitions = 10;
for (int i = 0; i<repetitions; ++i)
{
//check if the configuration is different wrt the previous one
// NOTE: trials is an output parameter!
if (margot::foo::update(trials))
{
// Writing the “trials” variable is enough to change configuration
margot::foo::manager.configuration_applied();
}
//monitors wrap the autotuned function
margot::foo::start_monitor();
do_work(trials);
margot::foo::stop_monitor(3.4f);
//print values to file
margot::foo::log();
}
}

First, the margot_heel header needs to be added (line 1). Then, we need to call the
margot::init() function to create all the mARGOt data structures (line 7), such as the
AS-RTM and the monitors.
All the other functions are block specific, as you can see from the foo namespace. In
particular, we:

1. update the most suitable configuration (lines 12- 18). Please notice that the parameters of
the update function are output parameters. The signature of the update function depends on
the software knobs stated in the XML file.
2. Start all the monitors stated in the XML file (line 20)
3. Stop all the monitors stated in the XML file (line 22). In this toy example we have
hardcoded the error value at 3.4, regardless of the configuration.
4. (Optionally) Log on the standard output (and in a log file) the behaviour of the autotuner.

Fourth step: build the application
To build the application, its building system must include both the mARGOt
framework and the high-level interface. In the toy application this step is already
done. Thus, to compile the application we just need to:
>$ mkdir build
>$ cd build
>$ cmake ..
>$ make
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Fifth step: start the Remote Application handler
In the previous steps, we built the Remote Application Handler (agora) and the
tutorial application (client). The next step is to start the server, which waits for any
client. Since we are running the Database and the Broker locally, without encryption
nor authentications, the default parameters are correct.
Assuming that <tutorial> is the absolute path of the root of the tutorial repository, we
can launch Agora with the command as follows:
<tutorial>/core/build/agora$ ./agora --workspace_folder
<tutorial>/core/build --plugin_folder <tutorial>/core/agora/plugins

The first parameter is an absolute path to a folder with read and write permissions,
while the second parameter is the absolute path to the plugin folder. For a complete
list of parameters, run the application with --help.
Sixth step: execute the application
We are finally able to execute the application and see the output of the log function.
In a different terminal we can launch the tutorial application using the following
commands:
<tutorial>/build$ ./tutorial

The Local Application Handler does not block the application execution flow in any
case. Therefore, we have different outputs according to the progress of the DSE.

While the Local Application Handler is negotiating the Design Space Exploration with
the Remote Application Handler, the application is using the default configuration,
therefore its output is:
[ Knob num_trials = 1]

[ Expected error = N/A] [ Expected exec_time = N/A]
[ Goal my_execution_time_goal = 40]
[ avg_time = 1] [ avg_error = 3.4]

Here we can notice, how the application is using the default software-knob
configuration (num_trials=1), which is outside of the explored parameters (possible
values = 10,20,30,40,50) stated in the configuration file. Moreover, since we don’t
have an application knowledge, the expected value of the metrics are not available.
Once that the Remote Application Handler computes the Design of Experiment (DoE),
it starts to dispatch configuration to observe. Therefore, the clients start to evaluate
the configurations and the output is as follows:
[ Knob num_trials = 20]

[ Expected error = N/A] [ Expected exec_time = N/A]
[ Goal my_execution_time_goal = 40]
[ avg_time = 20] [ avg_error = 3.4]
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[ Knob num_trials = 40]
[ Expected error = N/A] [ Expected exec_time = N/A]
[ Goal my_execution_time_goal = 40]
[ avg_time = 40] [ avg_error = 3.4]

As we can notice from the output, the application is trying the DoE configurations in a
round robin fashion. Once, all of them are being evaluated, the Remote Application
Handler computes the application model and it broadcast the application knowledge
to clients.
Therefore, the final output of the application contain the most suitable configuration
for the target application and its output is the following:
[ Knob num_trials = 20]

[ Expected error = 3.4] [ Expected exec_time = 20]
[ Goal my_execution_time_goal = 40]
[ avg_time = 20] [ avg_error = 3.4]

As you can see, in the selected software-knob configuration satisfies the application
requirements stated in the configuration file (my_execution_time_goal < 40).

The purpose of this toy application is merely to show an integration tutorial of the
framework in a target application. To evaluate mARGOt framework in the context of
real applications, in the benchmark repository (https://gitlab.com/margot_project/
applications.git ) there are some public applications, already integrated with the
framework. In particular, the “master” branch contains the scripts that generate the
application knowledge in a design time phase. The “online” branch contains the
scripts that generate the application knowledge at runtime.
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4 Summary of major updates from D3.2 (Initial version)
With respect to the initial prototype released in D3.2, this release of the autotuner
framework introduces two key features:
• On-line learning of the application knowledge. In the current implementation,
the application knowledge might be obtained at runtime using a state-of-theart approach.
• Proactive framework. In the current implementation, the autotuning
framework is able to cluster Operating Points according to data features,
enabling a proactive adaptation policy.

Moreover, while the application-level API has been kept as in the previous version,
most of code of the mARGOt-core framework has been rewritten to enable the
previous features. The current version of the framework provides also the
opportunities to make the autotuning working for ANDROID applications (as will be
applied on the client side of UC2).
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mARGOt: a Dynamic Autotuning Framework for
Self-aware Approximate Computing
Davide Gadioli, Emanuele Vitali, Gianluca Palermo, Cristina Silvano
Abstract—In the autonomic computing context, the system is perceived as a set of autonomous elements capable of self-managing,
where end-users define high-level goals and the system shall adapt to achieve the desired behaviour. This runtime adaptation creates
several optimization opportunities, especially if we consider approximate computing applications, where it is possible to trade off the
result accuracy and the performance. Given that modern systems are limited by the power dissipated, autonomic computing is an
appealing approach to increase the computation efficiency. In this paper, we introduce mARGOt, a dynamic autotuning framework
which aims at enhancing the target application with an adaptation layer to provide self-optimization capabilities. The framework is
implemented as a C++ library that works at function-level and provides to the application a mechanism to adapt in a reactive and
proactive way. Moreover, the application is capable to dynamically change its requirements and the underlying application knowledge,
enabling a distributed Design Space Exploration at runtime. We evaluate the proposed framework in three real-life scenarios, ranging
from embedded to HPC applications. In the three use cases, the experimental results demonstrate how, thanks to mARGOt, it is
possible to increase computation efficiency by adapting the application at runtime with limited overheads.
Index Terms—Autonomic Computing, Dynamic Autotuning, Adaptive Applications, Self-optimization, Approximate Computing
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I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the end of Dennard scaling [1], the performance of modern systems are limited by the power
dissipated. This shifted the focus of system optimization
toward energy efficiency in a wide range of scenarios,
not only related to embedded systems but also related
to high-performance computing (HPC) [2]. To further improve efficiency, several approaches aim at finding good
enough results for the end-user, thus saving the unnecessary
computation effort. A large class of applications implicitly
expose software-knobs at algorithm-level to find accuracythroughput tradeoffs, especially in image processing applications [3] and whenever it is possible to use approximation
techniques such as loop perforation [4] or task skipping [5].
Examples of software-knobs can be the number of samples
in a Monte Carlo simulation, the resolution of an output
image or the number of software threads used by the
application.
Among the implications of this trend, application requirements are increasing in complexity. Typically, the
end-user has complex requirements which involve extrafunctional properties (EFPs) in conflict with each other, such
as power consumption, throughput and accuracy. Moreover,
these extra-functional properties might depend on the actual
inputs of the application, on the resources available for the
application and on the configurations of the underlying
architecture (such as the core frequencies). Therefore, it is
not trivial to define the relationship between a softwareknob configuration and the EFPs of interest.
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To address these problems, in this paper we propose
mARGOt, a dynamic autotuning framework that aims at
enhancing the target application with a flexible adaptation
layer. The main idea is that the application end-user specifies high-level goals, such as “maximize accuracy with a
throughput of at least 25 frames per second“, and mARGOt
tunes the application software-knobs accordingly. Given
that mARGOt is coupled with the application execution, it
is able to identify and seize optimization opportunities at
runtime. On one side, mARGOt is able to react to changes in
the execution environment: if the application performance
degrades due to a change on the core frequencies, the
violation of the high-level goals triggers mARGOt, which
selects a different configuration to compensate. On the other
side, mARGOt is capable to leverage input features to select
a configuration tailored for the current input.
From the methodology point of view, mARGOt falls in
the context of autonomic computing [6] as an implementation of the well-known Monitor Analyze Plan Eexecute
feedback loop, based on application Knowledge (MAPEK). From the implementation point of view, mARGOt is
implemented as a standard C++ library to be linked to the
target application and working at function-level. With this
approach, each instance of the application can take decisions
autonomously. Our seminal work on autotuning started as
a component of the Barbeque resource manager [7]. Then,
we have shown in [8] the benefits of using a dynamic
autotuning framework as a stand-alone component. While
the resource manager is in charge of allocating resources
to applications, mARGOt tunes application software-knobs.
Therefore, its domain is orthogonal and synergistic with
respect to resource managers [9], leveraging the available
system resources to satisfy the application requirements.
The main contributions of this paper are:
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•
•
•
•

we introduce a mechanism to adapt the application in a
proactive way according to input features;
we introduce the possibility to express a confidence in the
application requirements;
we investigate the possibility to derive the application
knowledge online;
we evaluate mARGOt in a set of approximate applications,
from an embedded to an HPC context.

Furthermore, we publicly release mARGOt source code,
along with build instructions and user manuals for integration and implementation details [10]. Our goal is that
application developers are able to easily integrate mARGOt
in their applications for improving the application efficiency.
The remainder of the paper explains the proposed approach in more details. In particular, Section 2 provides
an overview of the related state-of-the-art, highlighting the
mARGOt contributions. Section 3 formalizes the proposed
approach, focusing on the adaptation mechanisms. Section
4 shows the integration workflow, describing the required
effort. Section 5 validates the proposed framework in terms
of introduced overhead and exploitation in adaptive applications. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

R ELATED WORK

The proposed framework belong to the field of autonomic
computing [6]. In this context, a computing system is perceived as a set of autonomic elements capable of selfmanagement without a human-in-the-loop. According to
the proposed vision, an autonomic element must have the
self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing and selfprotection abilities. Self-configuration is the ability to incorporate in the system new components whenever they
become available, as in the Rainbow framework [11]. Selfhealing is the ability to recover from hardware or software
failure, as proposed in [12]. Self-protection is the ability to
defend itself against malicious attacks or failures not corrected by any self-healing mechanism, as proposed in [13].
Eventually, self-optimization is the ability to identify and
seize opportunities to improve the application performance
or efficiency. Even if works such as the ABLE framework
[14] aim at defining a common interface to derive an autonomic manager, how to design a manager that provides
the self-* properties is still an open question. The goal
of mARGOt is to enhance an existing application with an
adaptation layer that provides the ability of self-optimization.
Previous surveys [15], [16] provide a more general overview
of the field.
The definition of a system in the context of autonomic
computing involves both hardware and software. Therefore,
in literature, there are several works that aim at optimizing
the system performance or efficiency. We might divide them
into three main categories: (1) resource managers, (2) static
autotuners, and (3) dynamic autotuners.
Resource managers (1) address system adaptability
through resource management and allocation: in the data
center context [17], [18], in the grid computing context [19],
in the multi/manycore node context [20], [21], [22] or for
embedded platforms [23], [24]. These works are interesting, however, mARGOt aims at leveraging the assigned

resources to reach the end-user requirements, therefore it
takes orthogonal decisions.
Application autotuning framework aims at selecting the
most suitable configuration of the software-knobs to leverage the assigned resources. Among these approaches we
have (2) static autotuners which select the most suitable
configuration before production phase, and we have (3) dynamic autotuners which select the most suitable configuration
during the production phase.
2.1

Static autotuning frameworks

The Design Space (DS) of an application grows exponentially with respect to the number of software-knobs, increasing the complexity of the Design Space Exploration (DSE).
Typically, static autotuning frameworks focus on finding the
configuration that maximizes/minimizes a utility function
in a large design space, within a reasonable amount of time.
Active Harmony [25], ATune-IL [26] and AutoTune [27]
are examples of frameworks that target application-agnostic
software-knobs. The main goal is to tailor the application configuration for the underlying hardware, such as
tiling size, loop unrolling factor, compiler options and/or
algorithm selection. OpenTuner [28] and ATF framework
[29] are examples of frameworks that are also targeting
application-specific software-knobs. However, they are usually employed in a predictable execution environment, and
they target software-knobs that have a loose relationship
with the actual input set. QuickStep [30], Paraprox [31] and
PowerGAUGE [32] target parallel regions of an application
and perform code transformation (or binary transformation)
without preserving the semantics. The idea is to automatically expose and leverage the accuracy-throughput tradeoff. These works are typically employed in a predictable
execution environment and they usually target a different
class of software-knobs with respect to dynamic autotuners.
Indeed, by choosing a configuration at design-time, it is
not possible to react to changes of either the application
requirements or of the observed performance, for example
due to a change on the core frequencies due to thermal
reasons. Moreover, the decision algorithm is not able to
leverage input features.
In the context of High-Performance Computing, there
are several autotuning frameworks targeted at specific tasks,
making it difficult to generalize the approach. ATLAS [33]
for matrix multiplication routine, FTTW [34] for FFTs operations, OSKI [35] for sparse matrix kernels, SPIRAL [36] for
digital signal processing, CLTune [37] for OpenCL applications, Patus [38] and Sepya [39] for stencil computations, are
some examples in this area.
2.2

Dynamic autotuning frameworks

The fundamental characteristic of dynamic autotuning
frameworks is to continuously tune the software-knobs
configuration at runtime. The main idea is to leverage information about the actual execution context, rather than the
average behaviour, when they decide which is the most suitable software-knobs configuration to apply. Usually, they
rely on application knowledge to predict the behaviour of
a configuration and to drive the decision process.
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Configuring an application at runtime has been an appealing idea investigated in literature for a long time. The
ADAPT framework [40], the work in [41] leveraging on
Bayesian networks, and the autotuner derived in the work
that proposes the ABLE framework [14] are some pioneering
works in this area.
More recent work on approximate computing evaluates
the possibility of relaxing the constraints on functional correctness to improve efficiency as long as we can tolerate a
lower accuracy of the results. A large class of applications,
such as multimedia, implicitly define application-specific
software-knobs that affect the output quality. When it is
complex to identify such software-knobs, works in literature describe techniques to expose them. For example, it is
possible to fail task on purpose [5] or to skip iterations of a
loop [4]. A later work [42] investigates the effect of loop
perforation by using a large set of applications from the
PARSEC benchmark [43], showing how a small loss in accuracy might lead to a significant increment in performance.
The Sage framework [44], the Green framework [45] and
PowerDial [46] are examples of autotuners falling in this
category. The idea is to maximize the throughput given a
lower bound on the computation error. Later work in [47]
propose a blueprint of a controller to extend the one in
PowerDial to handle a trade-off between several metrics
by introducing limitations on the software-knobs. Although
very interesting, these works on approximate computing
provide a limited flexibility to end-users to define application requirements. Moreover, they are not able to leverage
input features to further improve computation efficiency.
An interesting work that leverages input features is
Capri [48], which inspired us for this work. At design time
it uses a set of representative inputs to model a cost metric
(e.g. execution time or energy) and an error metric, as a
function of software-knobs configuration and input features.
The controller that selects the most suitable configuration is
based on the Valiant’s probably approximately correct (PAC)
theory [49]. Since Capri addresses applications with a single
input instead of a stream of inputs, it does not use any
reaction mechanism to adapt the application knowledge.
Moreover, due to the chosen formulation and the target
applications, the feasible region given by the error function
does not depend on the actual input. This might miss
optimization opportunities when input features are related
to the error, as in the Probabilistic time-dependent routing
application (Section 5.4).
A rather different approach is Anytime Automaton [50],
which does not rely on application knowledge. It suggests
radical source code transformations to re-write the application in a pipeline fashion. The idea is that the longer the
given input executes in the pipeline, the more accurate the
output becomes.
Another approach that does not rely on application
knowledge is the IRA framework [51]. It investigates several
features of each input (such as the mean value or its autocorrelation) to generate a smaller input for searching for the
fastest configuration within a given bound on the minimum
accuracy. However, in a certain class of applications, such
as in the GeoDock application (Section 5.3), it is not trivial to
sub-sample the input due to its heterogeneous information,
limiting the framework applicability.

Besides autotuning frameworks, Petabricks [52] is a language to expose algorithmic choices to the compiler. The
Petabrick framework (including compiler and autotuner)
analyzes the code and generates a strategy, embedded in the
executable, to select the fastest algorithm and configuration
according to the input size. In later work, Petabricks has
been enhanced to leverage the accuracy-throughput tradeoffs [53] and to take in consideration input features [54].
Petabricks is interesting, however, it generates the adaption
strategy at design-time, without building an application
knowledge, therefore it is not flexible to change application
requirements and it relies on a predictable execution environment. Also Siblingrivarly [55] is based on the Petabriks
language, but it targets a very unpredictable execution environment.
Given the limitations emerged in the literature analysis,
we tried to overcome them by introducing the following
contributions:
•

•

•
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Flexibility to express application requirements is one of
the key points of the methodology. In mARGOt, application requirements are expressed as a constrained multiobjective optimization problem, with an arbitrary number
of constraints and it might address an arbitrary number
of EFPs as well.
The main benefits of dynamic autotuners are due to
the possibility to leverage on actual information rather
than the expected average behaviour. For this reason
mARGOt provides mechanisms to react to changes in the
application performance and requirements. Moreover, it
also provides a mechanism to adapt in a proactive way
according to input features.
From the implementation point of view, the effort to
integrate mARGOt in the target application is a key factor
for the application developers. For this reason, we tried to
minimize as much as possible the number of lines of code
to be changed and we designed the interface as a wrapper
around the managed region of code; therefore limiting the
intrusiveness.

P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY

Figure 1 shows an overview of mARGOt and how it interacts
with an application. We assume that the application is
composed of a single kernel g that elaborates an input i
to generate the desired output o, however mARGOt can
manage different blocks of code of a single application in
an independent way. We assume that the kernel algorithm
exposes software-knobs that alter its EFPs, such as the
number of Monte Carlo simulations or the parallelism level.
Let x = [x1 , . . . , xn ] the vector of software-knobs, then we
might define a kernel as o = g(x, i). In this description and
in the remainder of the paper, we assume for simplicity that
the application is defined by a single kernel, or block of code.
Within this abstraction of the target application, end-user
requirements are defined as follows. We denote the metrics
of interest (i.e. EFPs) as the vector m = [m1 , m2 , . . . , mn ].
Suppose that the application developers are able to extract
features of the current inputs, for example the ones analyzed
in IRA [51]. We denote such properties as the vector f =
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<points version="1.3" block="example">
<point>
<parameters>
<parameter name="knob1" value="3.4"/>
<parameter name="knob2" value="100"/>
</parameters>
<system_metrics>
<system_metric name="metric1" value="212.862" standard_dev="6.49"/>
<system_metric name="metric2" value="27.6" standard_dev="0.9"/>
</system_metrics>
<features>
<feature name="feature1" value="100"/>
<feature name="feature2" value="10" />
</features>
</point>
</points>

Fig. 2: XML configuration file which defines application
knowledge for an application.

Fig. 1: Global architecture of the proposed framework.
Purple elements represent application code, while orange
elements represent mARGOt high-level components. The
black box represents the executable boundary.

[f1 , f2 , . . . , fn ]. The end-user is able to define the application
requirements as in Eq. 1:
max(min)
s.t.

r(x; m | f )
C1 : ω1 (x; m | f ) ∝ k1
C2 : ω2 (x; m | f ) ∝ k2
...
Cn : ωn (x; m | f ) ∝ kn

with α1 conf idence

(1)

where r denotes the objective function (named rank in
mARGOt context) and it is defined as a composition of
any of the variables defined in x or m, using their mean
values. Let C be the set of constraints, where each Ci
is a constraint expressed as the function ωi , defined over
the software-knobs or the EFPs, that must satisfy the relationship ∝∈ {<, ≤, >, ≥} with a threshold value ki and
with a confidence αi (if ωi targets a statistical variable).
Since we are agnostic about the distribution of the target
parameter, the confidence is expressed as the number of
times to consider its standard deviation. If the application
is input-dependent, the value of the rank function r and the
constraint functions ωi also depend on the features of the
input f .
In this formulation, the main goal of mARGOt is to solve
the optimization problem: finding the configuration x̂ that
satisfies all the constraints C and maximizes (minimizes) the
objective function r, given the current input i. The application must have a configuration to use even if it is not feasible
to satisfy all the constraints. For this reason, mARGOt might
relax constraints until a feasible solution is found, starting
by relaxing the lowest priority constraint. Therefore, the
end-user must sort the set of constraints by their priority.
As shown in Figure 1, the mARGOt framework is composed
of the application manager, the monitors module, and the
application knowledge. The following sections explain in
details each component.
3.1

Application knowledge

For a generic application, the relation between softwareknobs, EFPs of interest and input features is complex and

unknown a priori. Therefore, we need a model of the application extra-functional behaviour to solve the optimization
problem stated in Eq. 1. mARGOt uses a list of Operating
Points (OPs) as application knowledge, where each Operating Point θ states the target software-knob configuration
and the achieved EFPs with the given input features; i.e.
θ = {x1 , . . . , xn , f1 , . . . , fn , m1 , . . . , mn }. We choose this
solution mainly for three reasons: we are able to efficiently
solve the optimization problem by inspection, it guarantees
that mARGOt will not choose an illegal configuration for
the application and it provides a great flexibility in terms of
management.
Figure 2 shows an example of application knowledge
configuration file in XML, with a single Operating Point
(lines 3-16). Let us suppose that the target application exposes two software-knobs (knob1 and knob2), it is interested
on two metrics (metric1 and metric2) and it is able to extract
two features from the current input (feature1 and feature2).
In this example, the OP is composed of three sections: the
target software-knobs configuration (lines 4-7), the reached
performance distribution (lines 8-11) and the related feature
cluster (lines 12-15).
The OP list is considered a required input and mARGOt
is agnostic on the methodology used to obtain it. Typically this is a design time task, known as Design Space
Exploration (DSE) in literature. This task is a well-known
problem and there are several previous approaches that aim
at finding the Pareto Set in an efficient way [56], [57], [58].
Moreover, we implemented the possibility to change the
application knowledge at runtime. Section 3.4 describes the
proposed approach to perform an online DSE.
3.2

Monitors module

This module provides to mARGOt the ability to observe
the actual behaviour of either the application or the execution environment. This feature is critical for an autonomic
manager because it provides feedback information, enabling
self-awareness ability [59]. The application knowledge defines the expected behaviour of the application, however, it
might change according to the evolution of the system. For
example, a power capper might reduce the frequency of the
processor due to thermal reasons. In this case, we would
expect that the application notices a degradation in its
performance and it reacts, by using a different configuration
to compensate. This adaptation is possible only if we have
feedback information.
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Application
Knowledge

Runtime
Information
Provider

State 1

Application-Speciﬁc RunTime Manager 1

S2

ALGORITHM 1: How the State component builds the internal
representation of the optimization problem.

SN

ASRTM 2

ASRTM M

Data-Aware Application-Speciﬁc RunTime Manager

Fig. 3: Overview of the Application Manager implemented
in mARGOt, based on a hierarchical approach.

From the implementation point of view, mARGOt provides to application developers a suite of monitors to observe the most common EFPs such as throughput, systemwide CPU usage or Perf events through the PAPI interface
[60]. However, implementing a monitor which observe a
custom EFP, such as output quality, is straightforward.
Given that measuring quality metrics might be expensive, mARGOt does not require a continuous observation of
a metric. The application developers choose if monitoring
an EFP on each iteration, periodically or sporadically. Obviously, by decreasing the observations frequency, it delays the
reactions of mARGOt. If it is not possible to monitor an EFP
at runtime, mARGOt relies only on the expected behaviour,
operating in an open-loop.
3.3

Data: Application knowledge OPlist , optimization function r,
list of constraints C
Result: list of valid OPs L valid, lists of invalid OPs Lci
Lvalid = OPlist ;
for ci ∈ C (ascending priority order) do
Lci = ∅;
for OPj ∈ Lvalid do
if OPj does not satisfy ci then
Lci = Lci ∪ OPj ;
end
end
Lvalid = Lvalid \ Lci ;
Lci = sort(Lci , dist(OPj , ci ));
end
Lvalid = sort(Lvalid , r);

ALGORITHM 2: How the State element solves the optimization problem.
Data: list of valid OPs L valid, list of invalid OPs Lci , list of
constraints C
Result: most suitable Operating Point OP
if Lvalid ! = ∅ then
return Lvalid [0];
else
for ci ∈ C (descending priority order) do
if Lci ! = ∅ then
return Lci [0];
end
end
end

Application Manager

This component is the core of the mARGOt dynamic autotuner, which provides the self-optimization capability. From
the methodology point of view, this component is in charge
of solving the optimization problem stated in Eq. 1: to
find the software-knobs configuration x̂, while reacting to
changes in the execution environment and adapting in a
proactive fashion according to input features.
From the implementation point of view, the application
manager has a hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 3,
where each sub-component solves a specific problem. The
Data-Aware Application-Specific Run-Time Manager (DA ASRTM) provides a unified interface to application developers
to set or change the application requirements, to set or
change application knowledge and to retrieve the most suitable configuration x̂. Internally, the DA AS RTM clusters
the application knowledge according to input features f ,
creating an Application-Specific Run-Time Manager (AS-RTM)
for each cluster of Operating Points with the same input
features. Therefore, the clusters of Operating Points are
implicitly defined in the application knowledge. Given the
input features of the current input, the DA AS-RTM selects
the cluster with features closer to the ones of the current
input. It is possible to use a Euclidean distance between
the two vectors, or a normalized one in case an element
of the vector f is numerically different with respect to the
others. Moreover, it is possible to express constraints on the
selection of the cluster. For example, it is possible to enforce
that the feature ficluster of the selected cluster must be lower
inpt
(greater) or equal than the feature fi
of current input,
inpt
i.e. ficluster ∝ fi . Once the cluster for the current input

is selected, the corresponding Application-Specific Run-Time
Manager (AS-RTM) solves the optimization problem relying
on the following components.
The State element is in charge of solving the optimization problem by using a differential approach. The initial
optimization problem does not have any constraints (i.e.
C = ∅) and the objective function minimizes the value of
the first software-knob. From this initial state, the application might dynamically add constraints, define a different
objective function or change the application knowledge. The
solver can find efficiently the new optimal configuration,
evaluating only the involved ones, by building an internal
representation of the optimization problem. Algorithm 1
shows the pseudo code for its initialization. At first, it
assumes that the application knowledge satisfies all the
constraints, therefore Lvalid contains all the OPs. Then, for
each constraint ci , mARGOt iterates over the set of OPs in
Lvalid and it performs three operations. (1) It creates the
list Lci which contains all the Operating Points invalidated
by the constraint ci . (2) Then it removes the OPs contained
in the set Lci from the set Lvalid , i.e. it removes from
the set of valid OPs the ones that do not satisfy ci . (3)
Eventually, it sorts all the OPs in Lci according to their
distance from satisfying the constraint ci . After iterating
over the constraints, mARGOt sort the list of valid OPs
Lvalid according to the objective function r. Using this representation, each time that mARGOt is invoked to solve the
optimization problem, it updates the internal structure and
then it follows Algorithm 2. In particular, if the list Lvalid is
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(a) Global structure of the distributed DSE framework

(b) Structure of an application instance

Fig. 4: The proposed approach to perform a distributed on-line Design Space Exploration, using a dedicated server outside
of the computation node. We use MQTT protocol to perform extra-node communication.
not empty, mARGOt returns the one that maximizes the rank
function, i.e. Lvalid [0]. Otherwise, mARGOt iterates over the
constraints according to their priority, in reverse order, until
it finds a constraint ci with a non-empty Lci . Then the best
OP is the closest to satisfy the constraint ci , i.e. Lci [0]. If
there is more than one OP at the same distance from ci ,
mARGOt will narrow this set of the possible solutions using
the constraints at the lower priority than ci and the objective
function r.
Given that the end-user might have different requirements according to different phases of the application, it is
possible to define different states and switch among them
at runtime. For example, in a video surveillance application,
the end-user would like to perform a more accurate computation or a more energy-efficient one, according to the
presence of an interesting scenario to analyze.
The Runtime Information Provider relates an EFP of the
application knowledge with an application monitor. In particular, it compares the observed behaviour with the expected one and it computes a coefficient error defined as
expectedi
, where emi is the error coefficient for the
emi = observed
i
i-th EFP. To avoid the zero trap, we add 1 to the numerator
and denominator when observedi is equal to zero. Since it
is impossible to observe the error coefficient also for other
configurations (the application uses only one configuration
each time), we assume that their error coefficients are equal
to the observed one. This implies that if we observe a degradation of the performance of 10% with respect to the current
configuration, we assume that also the other configuration
will have a performance degradation of 10%. Therefore we
scale the constraint value accordingly to react. For example,
suppose that the end-user would like a throughput of at
least 25f ps and that we are using a configuration that has an
expected throughput of 30f ps, but we observe a throughput
of 15f ps. Then, the Runtime Information Provider will double
the constraint value to compensate.
3.4

On-line Design Space Exploration

The mARGOt implementation lets the application developer
define the application knowledge at runtime, enabling the
possibility to perform online learning. In particular, we
propose an approach to distribute the Design Space Exploration among all the instances of an unknown application,
integrated with mARGOt, at runtime. Figure 4a shows the

overall picture of the approach, highlighting the two main
actors: the Remote Application Handler and the running application instances. Each instance of the application has an
Application Local Handler (client) (as shown in Figure 4b)
which interacts with the Remote Application Handler (server)
through MQTT or MQTTs protocols. The Application Local
Handler is an asynchronous utility thread, that manipulates
the client application knowledge and sends to the Remote
Application Handler telemetry information. The Remote Application Handler is a worker thread-pool that interacts with
clients to obtain the application knowledge. The server
stores information in a Cassandra database and it uses a
plugin system to model and interpolate the relations between the EFPs, the software-knob configurations and the
input features clusters, including also a wrapper interface
for R and Spark. Although the implementation of a plugin
to derive a metric is straightforward, mARGOt provides
two default plugins. The first one is rather simple and it
computes the mean value and standard deviation for each
observed software-knobs configuration. This can be used
for a full-factorial Design Space Exploration, observing the
whole Design Space, including the possible input features.
The second plugin leverages a well-known approach [61]
to interpolate application performance, implemented by the
state-of-the-art R package [62].
The typical workflow for the on-line Design Space Exploration on an unknown application is as follows:
1) Each client notifies itself to the server.
2) The server sends a request for information, such as the
domain of each software-knob, the name of the plugin
that models each EFP of interest and the desired DoE
technique.
3) The server generates a DoE for the application and
it starts to dispatch configurations to each client, in a
round robin fashion.
4) Each client manipulates the mARGOt application
knowledge to force the selection of the software-knob
configuration sent by the server.
5) After each kernel execution, the client sends the observed performance and input features to the server.
6) Once the clients have observed all the configurations
in the DoE phase, the server builds the application
knowledge and it broadcasts the Operating Point list
to the clients.
The system is designed to be resilient to server and client
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crashes, without interfering with MPI traffic. As soon as
a client becomes available, it can join other clients at any
time, contributing to the DSE or receiving directly the application knowledge. As future work, we plan to implement
additional well-known techniques to model the application
performance [63].
The benefits of the proposed on-line DSE architecture
are twofold. On one hand, we leverage the parallelism of
the platform to reduce the DSE time. On the other hand,
it is possible to use standard tools to visualize the extrafunctional values stored in the database (e.g. the execution
traces of all the application instances running on the platform or to query the application knowledge).
3.5

mARGOt main features

The mARGOt framework provides a runtime selfoptimization layer to adapt applications in a reactive and
in a proactive way. Differently from static autotuner frameworks, mARGOt focuses on application-specific software
knobs, whose optimal value depends on the system workload, on changes in the application requirements or on features of the actual input. In particular, mARGOt may change
the software-knobs configuration if: 1) the application requirements changes, 2) the application knowledge changes,
3) the expected performance differs from the observed one,
and 4) according to features of the current input. mARGOt
has been designed to be lightweight and flexible to enable
its deployment in a wide range of scenarios.
A key feature of mARGOt is how to derive the application knowledge. We offer to application developers two possibilities. First, they may leverage well-known techniques to
run a DSE at design time. Second, we provide a software
architecture to run the DSE directly at runtime, leveraging
the mARGOt ability to change application knowledge.

4

I NTEGRATION IN THE TARGET APPLICATION

In this section, we describe the effort required from endusers and application developers to integrate mARGOt in
their application. In this context, end-users are the final
users of the application and therefore they are in charge
of defining the application requirements and identifying
input features (if any). Application developers are the ones
that write the application source code, therefore they are in
charge of identifying software-knobs and extracting features
from the input (if any). From the implementation point of
view, we designed the framework: (i) to apply the separation of concern approach between functional and extrafunctional properties; (ii) to limit the code intrusiveness
in terms of the number of lines of code to be changed
and (iii) to propose an easy-to-use instrumentation of the
code. Indeed, to ease the integration process in the target
application, mARGOt provides a utility tool that starting
from an XML description of the extra-functional concerns, it
generates a high-level-interface tailored for the target application. The main configuration file describes the adaptation
layer by stating:
1) the monitors of interest for the application;
2) the geometry of the problem, i.e. the EFPs of interest,
the application software-knobs, and data features of the
input;
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<margot application="toy_app" version="v1">
<block name="foo">
<!-- MONITOR SECTION -->
<monitor name="exec_time_monitor" type="Time">
<expose var_name="avg_exec_time" what="average"/>
</monitor>
<monitor name="error_monitor" type="Custom">
<spec>
<header reference="margot/monitor.hpp"/>
<class name="margot::Monitor&lt;float&gt;"/>
<type name="float"/>
<stop_method name="push"/>
</spec>
<stop>
<param>
<local_var name="error" type="float"/>
</param>
</stop>
<expose var_name="avg_error" what="average"/>
</monitor>
<!-- APPLICATION GEOMETRY -->
<knob name="k1" var_name="knob1" var_type="int"/>
<knob name="k1" var_name="knob1" var_type="int"/>
<metric name="exec_time" type="float" distribution="yes"/>
<metric name="error" type="float" distribution="yes"/>
<features distance="euclidean">
<feature name="feature1" type="double" comparison="-"/>
<feature name="feature2" type="double" comparison="LE"/>
</features>
<!-- ADAPTATION SECTION -->
<goal name="exec_time_goal" metric_name="exec_time" cFun="LE" value="2"/>
<adapt metric_name="exec_time" using="exec_time_monitor" inertia="3"/>
<state name="normal" starting="yes">
<minimize combination="simple">
<metric name="error" coef="1.0"/>
</minimize>
<subject to="exec_time_goal" confidence="1" priority="10"/>
</state>
</block>
</margot>

Fig. 5: The main XML configuration file for the toy application, stating extra-functional concerns

3) the application requirements, i.e. the optimization problem stated in Eq. 1.
If the application developers derive the application knowledge at design-time, the second configuration file states the
list of Operating Points as shown in Figure 2.
Starting from this high-level description of the layer, the
utility tool generates a library with the required glue code
that aims at hiding, as much as possible, the mARGOt implementation details. In particular, the high-level interface
exposes five functions to the developers:
•
•

•
•
•

init. Global function that initializes the data structures.
update. Block-level function that updates the application software-knobs with the most suitable configuration found.
start monitor. Block-level function that starts all the
monitors of interest
stop monitor Block-level function that stops all the
monitors of interest
log Block-level function that logs the application behaviour

These functions hide the initialization of the framework and
its basic usage. For example, the update function takes as
output parameters the software-knobs of the application
and as input parameters the features of the current input.
It uses the features to select the most suitable cluster and
then it sets software-knobs parameters according to the
most suitable configuration found by mARGOt. However,
if application developers need a more advanced adaptation
strategy, for example to change the application requirement
at runtime, they need to use the mARGOt interface on top
of the high-level one.
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To show the integration effort, in the following example
we focus on a toy application with two software-knobs
(knob1 and knob2) and two input features (feature1 and
feature2). The application algorithm is rather simple: it is
composed of a loop that continuously elaborates new inputs. In this example, we suppose that the end-user is concerned about execution time and the computation error. In
particular, he/she would like to minimize the computation
error, provided an upper bound on the execution time.
In the context of this example, Figure 5 shows the main
XML configuration file that states the extra-functional concerns. This file is composed of three sections: the monitor
section (lines 4 − 21), the application geometry section (lines
23 − 31) and the adaptation section (lines 33 − 41).
The monitor section lists all the monitors of interest for
the user. In this example, we have an execution time monitor
(lines 5 − 7) and a custom monitor for observing the error
(lines 8 − 21). All the monitors might expose to application
developers a statistical property over the observations, such
as the average value in this example (line 6 and 20). If the
end-user is not interested in observing the behaviour of the
application, he/she might omit this section.
The application geometry section lists the application
software-knobs (lines 24, 25), the metrics of interest (lines
26, 27) and the features of the input (lines 28 − 31). In
particular, it is possible to specify how to compute the
distance between feature vectors (line 28) and to specify
constraints on their selection, as described in Section 3.3.
For example, if we consider feature2 (line 30), we state that
a cluster is eligible to be selected only if its feature2 value is
lower or equal than the feature2 value of the current input.
If we consider feature1 (line 29) instead, we state that we do
not impose any requirement on a cluster to be eligible. This
mechanism provides to mARGOt a way to adapt proactively
by sizing optimization opportunities according to the actual
input.
While the application geometry describes the boundaries
of the problem, the adaptation section states the application
requirements of the end-user. In particular, it states the
application goals (line 34), the feedback information from
the monitor (line 35) and the constrained multi-optimization
problem (lines 36 − 41). In the definition of a constraint
(line 40), it is possible to specify a confidence and a priority. The confidence specifies how many times mARGOt
shall take into account the standard deviation, to improve
the resilience against noise with respect to the average
behaviour. The priority is used to sort the constraints by
their importance for the end-user. Application goals and
feedback information provide to mARGOt the possibility
to adapt in a reactive way. Indeed, a violation of a goal in
the optimization problem or a discrepancy between the observed and expected behaviour of the application, triggers
an adaptation form mARGOt, reacting to the event.
Starting from this configuration file, mARGOt automatically generates the glue code accordingly, exposing to application developers a high-level interface tailored for the
specific problem. For a complete description of the XML
syntax and semantics, please refer to the user manual in the
mARGOt repository [10].
Figure 6 shows the source code of the application after
the integration with mARGOt. To highlight the required
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#include <margot.hpp>
int main()
{
margot::init();
int knob1 = 4;
int knob2 = 2;
float error = 0.0f;
while (work_to_do())
{
new_input = get_input();
const double feature1 = extract_feature1(new_input);
const double feature2 = extract_feature2(new_input);
MARGOT_MANAGED_BLOCK_FOO
{
do_job(new_input, knob1, knob2);
error = compute_error(new_input);
}
}
}

Fig. 6: Stripped C++ code of the target toy application, after
the mARGOt integration.

effort, we hide the application algorithm in three functions:
work to do (line 11) tests whether input data are available,
get input (line 13) retrieves the last input to elaborate and
do job (line 19) performs the elaboration. The integration
effort requires application developers to include the mARGOt header (line 1), to initialize the framework (line 5)
and to wrap the block of code managed by mARGOt (lines
17, 18, 21). Due to the structure of the code, it is possible
to use a pre-processor macro to hide the five functions
described earlier.
Even if we minimized the framework integration effort,
we still need application developers to identify and to write
the code that extracts meaningful features from an input
(lines 14, 15); and a function that computes the elaboration error (line 20). Although these metrics are heavily
application-dependent, a large percentage of works in literature analyze generic error metrics [46] and generic input
features [51]. Application developers might consider these
works as starting points to identify more customized metrics
for their application.

5

E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section aims at validating and assessing the benefits
of the proposed dynamic autotuning framework. First, we
evaluate the overheads introduced by mARGOt by considering different scenarios. Then, we show how it is possible to
leverage the dynamic adaptation to improve the efficiency
by applying the proposed framework in real-world applications taken from three completely different fields. The
selection of the three use cases has been done to validate
the different features of the framework.
Given the flexibility of mARGOt, we deployed it on
different platforms ranging from embedded to HPC. As a
representative embedded platform, we used a Raspberry
Pi (R) 3 model B. The board has a quad-core ARMv7 (R)
(@ 1.2 Ghz) CPU with 1 GB of memory. To represent a
typical HPC node, we used a platform composed of two
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 (@ 2.40GHz) with 128 GB
of memory with dual channel configuration (@1866 MHz).
All the experiments described in this Section make use of
the Intel platform, except the ones related to Stereomatching
(Section 5.2) which uses the ARM platform.
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Fig. 7: Evaluation of the overheads introduced by mARGOt at runtime
5.1

Overhead evaluation

The proposed framework enables to instrument the code
to introduce the adaptation layer as a standard C++ library
that executes synchronously with the application. Therefore,
the time spent by the mARGOt library to select a new configuration, to change the knowledge base, or to update the
internal structures that represent application requirements
can be considered as an overhead introduced to the target
application.
This experiment aims at evaluating the overheads introduced by mARGOt in the most significant operations
exposed to application developers. Instead of providing a
single value, in this experiment, we increase the problem
complexity to show the trend of the overheads. Before
discussing the results, it is important to remember that the
mARGOt implementation follows a differential approach to
solve the optimization problem efficiently. Even if the worstcase complexity of the algorithm is the same, it reduces the
complexity for the average- and best-case scenarios.
Figure 7 shows the introduced overheads by varying the
size of the application knowledge or input feature clusters
across the evaluated operations. In particular, Figure 7a
shows the overhead for introducing Operating Points in the
application knowledge by varying their number. Given that
each constraint uses a dedicated “view” over the OPs, the
introduced overhead also depends on their number. Figure
7b shows the overhead for introducing a new constraint in
the optimization problem. The overhead of this operation
depends on how many OPs are admissible for the new constraint. Even when no OPs are admissible, the introduced
overhead is due to the building of a dedicated “view”,
which involves all the OPs in the knowledge base. Figure
7c shows the overhead of defining a new objective function
for the problem. In this case, the overhead depends on the
number of OPs that satisfy all the constraints of the optimization problem. Figure 7d and 7e show the overhead of

solving the optimization problem by inspection. While the
previous operation might be considered as an initialization
cost, this overhead is paid each time the application enters
in the managed region of code. As shown in Figure 7d, the
introduced overheads depend only on the number of OPs
involved in the change with respect to the previous time
that the optimization problem was solved. Figure 7e shows
the introduced overhead in the worst case scenario, which
is not only due to the fact that all the Operating Points are
involved in the change, but it takes into consideration also
the solver algorithm, by using a knowledge base to stress
the implementation. This means that all the OPs have the
same value for the metrics related to the constraints and
with the objective function. Figure 7f shows the overhead
of selecting the closest feature cluster of the current input,
where the feature vector is composed of three values. Even
this overhead is paid each time the application enters in
the managed region of code and it shall be added to the
overhead of solving the optimization problem.
5.2

Stereomatching application

The first use case targets the Stereomatching application,
that computes a disparity map of a scene captured by a
stereo camera. The output of this application is required for
estimating the depth of the objects in the scene. In this use
case, a smart camera is deployed either on a drone or on a
battery powered surveillance system.
The algorithm derived by [64] builds adaptive-shape
support regions for each pixel of an image, based on colour
similarity, and then it tries to match them on the other
image, computing its disparity value. The algorithm implementation [3] exposes five application-specific knobs to
modify the effort spent on building the support regions
and on matching them in the second image to trade off
the accuracy of the disparity image (the output of the
Stereomatching) and the execution time (and thus the reach-
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Fig. 8: Execution trace of Stereomatching running in an embedded platform. The x-axis shows the timestamp of the
experiment, while the y-axes show extra-functional properties of the system or the value of target software-knob.
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Fig. 9: Application knowledge of the Stereomatching application. Each circle represents an Operating Point. The x-axis
represents the expected average throughput, the y-axis the
expected average error, and the color range the parallelism
level.

able application throughput). The accuracy metric is the
disparity error, defined as the average intensity difference
per pixel, in percentage, between the computed output and
the reference output. The application has been parallelized
by using OpenMP, making available as sixth software-knob
the number of threads used for the computation.
In this first use case, we assess the benefits of using reaction mechanisms provided by mARGOt, in terms of changes
of application requirements and knowledge, without using
neither the remote on-line learning module nor the data
features.
The end-user does not require the application to sustain
the throughput of the input video stream, but he/she requires that the application must reach a minimum throughput for detecting the position and depth of the objects in the

scene. In this use case, we set this high priority constraint
to 3f ps. On top of this constraint, we envisioned two
different application requirements according to the scene
observed from the stereo camera. First, if in the previous
scene there is no object close to the camera, the objective
function minimizes the disparity error with an additional
low-priority constraint for executing the application by using a single software thread. Second, if there are objects
close to the camera, the objective function minimizes the
geometric mean between the disparity error and the number
of software threads, without any other constraint except the
one on the throughput. The philosophy behind these two
states is that in the first one we try to execute in a “lowpower” mode because there is nothing interesting in the
scene, while in the second state we focus on the output
quality without forgetting that the smart camera is placed
on a battery-powered device.
To demonstrate the adaptivity added to the Stereomatching application, we focused on two different scenarios as
shown in Figure 8a and 8b. The first scenario (Figure 8a)
shows how the feedback information from the monitors trigger the adaptation, reacting to a change in the application
performance. The second scenario (Figure 8b) shows the
benefits of reacting to changes in the application requirements (such as switching from one state to the other) according to the system evolution. Figure 8 shows the results
of these experiments, while Figure 9 reports the application
knowledge (i.e. the Pareto-optimal Operating Points). For
clarity reasons, in Figure 8 we omitted the software-knobs
that are not relevant for the experiment.
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5.3

GeoDock application

The second use case is given by a docking application running on HPC resources. In the context of a drug discovery
process, the molecular docking task aims at estimating the
3-dimensional pose of a molecule, named ligand, after the
interaction with the target binding site of a second molecule,
named pocket. This is employed in the early stages of the
drug discovery process to perform a virtual screening of a
huge library of ligands, to find the ones with the strongest
interaction with the target pocket.
GeoDock is part of the LiGenDock application [65] and
it performs a fast estimation of the ligand pose by us-
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In the first scenario (Figure 8a), we execute Stereomatching for 60s. After 20s, we reduce the frequencies of the platform cores by using the CPUfreq framework, for example
to simulate the effect of a power capping due to thermal
reasons, and then we restore the original frequency of the
cores after 20s. The entire experiment is executed under the
assumption that there is an object close to the camera. Figure
8a shows the execution trace of this experiment in terms of
CPU frequency, number of threads, computation error and
throughput.
At the beginning of the experiment, mARGOt selects
among the configurations that satisfy the constraint on
the throughput, the one that minimizes the error and the
resource usage. When we reduce the frequency of the cores,
the throughput monitor observes a degradation on the performance with respect to the expected one, triggering the
adaptation. In particular, mARGOt chooses among the valid
configurations, the one that minimizes the objective function, while providing the requested throughput adjusted by
the measured degradation. When we restore the original
frequency, the throughput monitor observes a performance
improvement and triggers the second adaptation. Given that
we restored the original condition, the selected configuration is the same as the initial one.
In the second scenario (Figure 8b), we processed a video
stream captured from the stereo camera while it slowly
moves from one close object (from 0s to around 20s) to
another one (around 40s to 60s). During the transition
between the two objects, there is a period (around 20s to
40s) where there is no object close to the camera. Figure 8b
shows the execution trace of this experiment in terms of
measured object distance, number of threads, computation
error and throughput.
At the beginning and at the end of the experiment, when
there is an object close to the camera, the configuration
selected by mARGOt is the same used to start the previous
experiment (the conditions are the same). However, when
at time 22s there are no more objects close to the camera,
mARGOt switches to a more power safe state, which introduces the constraint on a single thread execution. From
the knowledge base (see Figure 9), we notice that on this
platform there is no configuration reaching a throughput
of 3f ps by using a single thread. For this reason, mARGOt
automatically relaxes the lower priority constraint, selecting
the configuration which is closest to satisfy it, i.e. using two
threads. Among the software-knob configurations that use
two threads, mARGOt selects the one that minimizes the
objective function.
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Fig. 10: Execution trace of GeoDock learning phase with
the same ligand library, but using different target pockets.
Each trace shows the execution time and the quality of the
elaboration.
ing only geometrical information, to prune the ones that
are unable to fit in the target pocket. A later module of
LiGenDock performs the actual simulation of chemical and
physical interactions to obtain an accurate pose estimation,
forwarding to later stages of the process only the most
promising ligands. The complexity of the problem is not
only due to the number of ligands to evaluate but also to a
large number of degrees of freedom involved for docking a
ligand in the target pocket. To deal with this complexity,
GeoDock implements an iterative greedy algorithm. This
application exposes two software-knobs that approximate
the elaboration by increasing the granularity of the pose
optimization process.
From the extra-functional point of view, we have to consider that the typical end-user is a pharmaceutical company
that runs experiments on an HPC platform. Therefore, the
metrics of interest are the time-to-solution (which is directly
related to the cost of the computation resources) and the
quality of the elaboration. Given that the GeoDock purpose
is only to prune the ligands that are incompatible with a
provided pocket, the considered quality metric associated
to a configuration is measured by considering the number
of evaluated poses for each ligand. This application is a
typical batch job, where the end-user company rents a preallocated set of resources from an HPC centre and it would
like to maximize the elaboration quality within the time
budget reserved for the job. Given that the later stages of
the drug discovery process require a monetary effort to
perform tests in-vivo, the reproducibility of the experiment
really matters. Therefore, once mARGOt has selected the
most suitable configuration to perform the experiment, we
are not allowed to adapt anymore. In this scenario, the
goal of mARGOt is not only to select the configuration
that respects the application requirements (maximizing the
quality, while satisfying a fixed time-to-solution) but also
to learn at runtime the average ligand docking time for the
specific pocket.
Figure 10 shows the initial 1500s of the execution trace
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Fig. 11: The distribution of the prediction error on the time
to solution, by considering different pockets.
of GeoDock with a “small” (Figure 10a) and a “large” pocket
(Figure 10b) by considering the same constraint on the timeto-solution. We use a library of 113k ligands, different in
terms of the number of atoms (between 28 and 153) and
rotamers (between 2 and 53). While on the x-axis we report
the time passed from the beginning of the experiment, on
the y-axis we show the execution time to evaluate a single
ligand-pocket pair and the reached quality of the elaboration. In both cases, in a first phase (up to around 400s and
700s respectively considering the small and large pocket) the
application exploits the mARGOt remote DSE framework to
learn for each configuration the average ligand-pocket docking time by randomly sampling the target ligand library
and exploiting the parallelism of the HPC resources. In a
second phase, the application restarts to evaluate the library
with a configuration selected by mARGOt according to the
application requirements (i.e. the remaining time) and the
online gathered application knowledge. From the results,
we notice how the constraint on the execution time is similar
for both pockets, while the quality is higher for the small
pocket and lower for the large pocket.
To validate the quality of the model learned by mARGOt,
we used six pockets (1b9v, 1c1b, 1cvu, 1cx2, 1dh3 and 1fm9)
derived from the RCSB Protein Databank (PDB) [66], in
PASS version [67] and the same ligand library used in the
previous experiment. Figure 11 shows the distribution of the
prediction error by considering different pockets. For each
pocket, we execute 10 experiments by using a library of 4000
randomly selected ligands from the full library. To compute
the application knowledge, each configuration of the DoE
is evaluated by using 200 ligands. We predict the time to
solution as the average execution time to elaborate a single
ligand multiplied for the dimension of the ligand library
and divided by the number of slaves. Despite the large
variability in terms of ligands size and the small learning
set, the prediction error reported in Figure 11 is kept limited
(<10%) providing to mARGOt the possibility to increase the
computation efficiency.
5.4

Probabilistic time-dependent routing application

The third use case represents the tuning of a Monte Carlo
simulation used to estimate the travel time distribution in
a processing pipeline for a car navigation system. In smart
cities, traffic prediction and cooperative routing are examples of activities to ease the life of citizens. In particular, the
Probabilistic Time-Dependent Routing (PTDR) algorithm [68] is

a crucial component of a cooperative routing task computing the estimated travel time distribution. Then, later stages
of the navigation system leverage this information to select
the best solution among different routes.
To generate this output, PTDR must first estimate the
travel time distribution and then extract statistical properties to be forwarded to the later stages of the navigation system. Each trial of the Monte Carlo simulates an independent
route traversal over an annotated graph in terms of speed
profiles. Given a sufficient number of trials, the sampled
distribution of travel times will asymptotically converge
towards the real distribution. Using this distribution, the
application derives the statistical property of interest (such
as the average or the 3rd quantile), which represents the
actual output of the application.
The application is designed and already optimized to
leverage the resources of the target HPC platform [69] and
exposes as software-knobs, the number of Monte Carlo
samples to be used to compute the output. The error metric
is defined as the difference between the value extracted
with a limited number of samples and the one extracted
with a very large (theoretically infinite) number of samples (we used 1M samples). Moreover, as defined in [69],
we can differentiate among paths with a large or narrow
distribution of speed profiles, resulting respectively less or
more predictable in terms of travel time estimation. We call
this feature, that can be easily extracted before running the
PTDR, unpredictability and we use it as data-feature to be
provided to mARGOt for selecting the right software-knob
configuration for each simulation.
In terms of application requirements, the end-user
would like to minimize the number of samples used to
compute the output, with a limit on the error upper bound.
In this use case, we want to demonstrate how it is possible
to use mARGOt to further increase the application efficiency,
by adapting the number of trials in a proactive manner
according to the road and in particular to its unpredictability. Without dynamic adaptation, the end-user should find
the minimum number of samples that leads to a satisfying
computation error for the worst case scenario. Moreover,
end-user would like to differentiate the threshold on the
computation error constraint, according to whether the request is generated from a premium user (error < 3%) or a free
user (error < 6%).
Before running the application, we performed an experimental campaign by using random requests from 300 paths
in the Czech Republic [68], in different moments of the
week, to build the application knowledge. Moreover, we
limited the software-knob values to [100, 300, 1000, 3000]
according to the previous analysis of the application [68].
Furthermore, to increase the robustness of the approach we
consider three times the standard deviation of a softwareknob configuration for the constraint on the computation
error.
Figure 12 shows the selected number of samples in an experiment that generates four types of requests every 15min
on two days of the week, Monday and Sunday. In particular,
for each type of user, we consider two different paths. Figure
12c and 12a shows the results for the premium user, while
Figure 12d and 12b shows the results for the free user. On
one hand, this experiment shows how changing the appli-
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Fig. 12: Number of samples used by the adaptive PTDR application by changing the starting time of the request.
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requests from routes of the Czech Republic with different
starting time and considering different types of users (premium user in Figure 13a and free user in Figure 13b). The
x-axis represents the extracted input feature, while the yaxis represents the observed error. Each dot in the plot
represents a request and their shape and colour highlight
the chosen number of samples by the dynamic approach.
The plot makes easy the identification of the switching
points among the knob configurations according to the
input feature (e.g. 0.07 and 0.125 for Figure 13a and 0.07
and 1.15 for Figure 13b). The results show how by using
mARGOt all the requests have been satisfied with the target
error level by using fewer samples than a static approach
leveraging on the input features.

(b) Free user

Fig. 13: Validation campaign of the dynamic approach,
where each dot is a PTDR request evaluation. The x-axis
represents the observed unpredictability, while the y-axis
represents the observed error. The color and shape of the
dot represents the chosen number of samples.

cation requirements (premium and free users) decreases the
number of samples used to satisfy the request, considering
both static and dynamic approaches. On the other hand,
this experiment shows how using input features (dynamic
approach) decreases the number of samples with respect to
using a single conservative configuration (static approach).
This is due to different path characteristics, defined by their
unpredictability. For example, countryside requests are more
predictable than those coming from an urban area. In this
experiment, the proposed approach easily implemented by
using mARGOt uses approximately the 30% of the number
of samples of a static approach, with an overhead comparable of computing 2 samples.
The second experiment aims at validating the dynamic
approach. Figure 13 shows the computation error on 1500

6

C ONCLUSION

In this article, we propose mARGOt, a dynamic autotuning
framework to enhance an application with an adaptation
layer. In particular, the application end-user specifies highlevel goals and the framework provides to the application
the most suitable configuration of the software-knobs leveraging application knowledge. Moreover, mARGOt provides
mechanisms to adapt in a reactive and proactive way by
identifying and seizing optimization opportunities at the
runtime. Furthermore, it is possible to avoid a Design Space
Exploration and to learn the application knowledge online.
Due to its flexibility, mARGOt can be used in a wide range
of scenarios from embedded to HPC. In this article, we
have shown the benefits of dynamic adaptation in three
different application use cases. Experimental results show
that mARGOt reacts to changes in terms of the execution
environment or the application requirements and learns at
the runtime the application knowledge to capture complex
relations between the software-knobs, the actual input set
and the metrics of interest. Moreover, mARGOt leverages
input features, seizing optimization opportunities for the

14

actual input. Finally, we released the source code of the
framework, along with its documentation.
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